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Is There a Need For a Joint Officer Evaluation Report?

Ltc William M. Smith

Abstract

The DOD (Goldwater/Nichols) Reorganization Act of 1986

(Title IV) places great emphasis on joint operations. It

requires the Secretary of Drefense to establish policies to

effectively manage those officers who are trained 'in joint

matters. The C(u-rrn r t DOD.) policy on ofti: ct r p orf ormno e

evaluation provides for the evaluation of officers using

the evaluation system of their respective service.

This research paper attempts to determine if the

current policy is adequate. by reviewing current

litera'[ture on performhance evaluation theory; by comparing

the Seivice's evaluation systems in terms of purpose,

culture and evaluation theory; and by evaluating the

opinions and perceptions of a sample of officers currently

serving in joint assignments, this paper has concluded that

,he c.urrer t pol. icy is adequate.

This repo't makes three recommendat ions. First, it

recommends that the current policy continue, Second.

although the policy is adequate, it may not be the optimal

pol icy . Therefore, the report recommends :1 stuly be

:ondu "ted to address a.ll facets of joint pertorm.aine

evaluation an, to ,L,:t mine if thei: is a "b'-• te

moue- i r'ap." Fiina.l . y, this rp ar t re.: niiiiends t ha t jo i nt

Cr) . ,-niz.t. J Is pE :'Cvid * t rain i to i I.Ii (g t. .111ci i .,n thoI

:;evý,L.:'e e vi..Ii .-L- t ,n systems L i ncl cu 1.t u s
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INTRODUCTION

Is there a need for a Joint Officer Evaluation

Reporting System? One of the provisions of the DOD

(Goldwater/Nichols) Reorganization Act of 1986 (Title IV)

mandates the successful completion of a joint duty

assignment as a prerequisite for promotion to general or

flag officer, Another provision of Title IV '.

requires the Secretary of Defense to establish policies,

procedures and practices for the effective management of

officers , . . who are particularly trained in, and oriented

toward, joint matters." 1  These provisions of Title IV

prompt several questions:

1. Are there specific skills, traits or

characteristics peculiar to successful joint duty

officers?

2. If so, how are they measured?

3. Is the current policy of using the evaluation

system of the Service of the rated officer serving in a

joint duty position adequate?

The current evaluation policy requires joint rating

officials to learn and to understand numerous evaluation

lArmed Forces Staff College, AFSC Pub 1, Th e Joint
Staff Officer's Guide 1991 (Washirngton,. D.C.: Government
Pri.nt• in__._Q.j Off _ed_ 19_91h 1 -18.



systems and service cultures in order to evaluate the

performance of the officers serving under them, Does this

policy place an undue burden on rating officials?

I intend, through this research effort, to ascertain

the following: -

1. There are/are not specific skills, traits or

characteristics unique to the successful completion of

a joint duty assignment.

2, The Service evaluation systems are/are no'- adequate

for measuring the performance of an officer serving in

a joint duty assignment,

3, Rating officials are/are not overburdened by having

to learn and to understand numerous evaluation systems

and cultures in order to evaluate the performance of

the officers serving under them.

By answering the three questions above, I will be able

to determine if there is a need for a joint officer

evaluation system,

2



RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

I will use three methods in conducting my research:

1. Comparative analysis of the existing Service

officer evaluation systems.

2. Literary review of existing theory of performance

evaluation systems,

3. Survey rated officers and rating officials

currently serving joint assignments.

I intend to compare the officer evaluation systems of

the Army, Air Force, Navy and Marine Corps. This comparisorn

will be focused on identifying commonalties and differences

between the systems and on how well they meet current

performance evaluation theory.

The literary review will be focused on performance

evaluation theory, Wayne F. Cascio's MANAGING HUMAN

RESOURCES: P~roductivityj__Quality of Work Life, Profits will

be my primary source. In addition, I will utilize a number

of studies the Services have conducted of their respective

evaluation systems.

Finally, I will draw on the results of two surveys I

conducted. Distributed to officers currently serving in

3



joint assignments, these surveys were developed to gain

their perceptions and opinions concerning the current

Service evaluation systems and the adequacy of thebe systems

in a joint environment.

THE NATURE OF CURRENT OFFICER EVALUATION SYSTEMS

Purposes:

The Services' evaluation systems have several common

purposes such as central selection for command and

promotion, assignment, retention and professional

development, The Army Officer Evaluation System serves to

identify "officers who are best qualified for promotion and

assignment to positions of higher responsibility." 2

Similarly, the Air Force Officer Evaluation System (OES) is

intended "to assess . . . periodic duty performance [and]

recommend to promotion boards [who to] advance." 3 The Marine

Performance Evaluation System identifies Marines (officer

and enlisted) for promotion, assignment and retention.

Finally, the Navy Officer Fitness Report is intended to

select officers for "promotion, assignment, retention,

2 US. Department of the Army. AR 623-105: Officer
Evlutione.i n.S._ste. (Washington D.C.: Government
Printing Office, 1992), 5.

'Anthony Lynn Bate.al, "Performance: It's What The
Officer Evaluation System is All About," Airman, April
1988, 19.
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selection for command . ... professional development

training, . counseling [of] junior officers, and

reporting extraordinary service, "4

Rating Chains:

Each Service evaluation syztem relies on a rating chain

based on a hierarchy of supervisors.

The Army chain consists of a Rater, Intermediate Rater

and a Senior Rater. the rater is normally the rated

officer's immediate supervisor and the senior rater is the

rater's supervisor. The intermediate rater, which Is seldom

used, is needed only for those officers who have dual

supervision.

The Air Force chain also consists of a three tier

system of Rater, Additional Rater, and Reviewer. The rater

is normally the rated officer's immediate supervisor and the

additional rater is the rater's supervisor. For

lieutenants, captains and majors, the reviewer is the wing

coaiwa~ndc:- (or ~quivaleil't). The fir-it general officer in the

chain of command is the reviewer for lieutenant colonelF and

colonels.

4 D.G. Bjerke and others, Officer Fitness Report
Evaluation Study. _(Alexandria: Naval Military Personnel
Command, 8 December 1987), 39, DTIC, AD-A189 377.



The Marine Corps rating chain relies on two supervisory

officials, the Reporting Senior (RS) and the Reviewing

Officer (REVO). The RS is the rated Marine's immediate

officer supervisor and the REVO is the RS's supervisor.

Finally, Navy FITREPS are prepared by a single rating

official, the Reporting Senior. The RS is normally the

commander, i.e., the Captain of the ship. Therefore, the RS

is not necessarily the rated officer's immediate supervisor

and in fact may be several times removed.

Forms:

The forms used by the Services evaluation systems are

designed to measure the duty performance, traits and

characteristics, and the potential of their officers. All

systems provide for narrative word pictures as well as for

'block checks'.

The Army Officer Evaluation Reporting System consists

of three forms: the DA Form 67-8 (US. Army Officer

Evaluation Report (OER)) Appendix A-i; DA Form 67-8-1 (US.

Army Officer Evaluation Support Form) Appendix A-2, and DA

FORM 67-8-2 (Senior Rater Profile Report) Appendix A-3.

The Air Forcu OES consists of four forms: AF Form 707A

(Field Grade Performance Report) Appendix A-4; AF Form 707B

6



(Company Grade Performance Report) Appendix A-5; AF r'irm 724

(Performance Feedback Worksheet) Appendix A-6; and AF Form

709 (Promotion Recommendation) Appendix A-7,

Unlike the Army and the tir Force, the Marine Corps and

the Navy use just one fcrm, The Marine Corps uses the USMC

Fitness Report (1610) Appendix A-8. The Navy uses the

Officer Fitness Report (NAVPERS 16il/1),

Culture:

While the purposes of each Service evaluation system

are similar, each evaluation system was designed within the

context of its respective service culture. Each Service has

its own operational culture based on a unique set of

traditions and common experiences. As such, it Is essential

that rating officials understand each culture's language.

Very simply put: given this common cognitive process of
anchoring meanings to an established concepRtual
hierarchy and given the tendency of words to carry
context related connotations and to form associative
fi-.lds and collocative relationships, it would seem
ti + in-group readers would share a word stock that
wc..d reveal some associations to words and set
patterns of expression that would differ significantly
from those of out-group members. 5

5 Mazy Lou Luttrell Phillips, "The Language Of Naval
Performance Evaluation: Officer Promotion And The Ideal
Officer Concept" (Ph.D. diss., University of Maryland,
1989), 41.
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The Army's culture is command oriented. Since the

enlisted soldier is the Army's fighting force, great

emphasis is placed on an officer's leadership skills. As

such, the senior rater must comment on command potential.

The absence of a recommendation for command sends a message

to any selection board. The Army culture also places great

emphasis on professional development and military education.

Again, the absence of a recommendation for senior service

college is considered negatively. Finally, the Army culture

expects the senior rater to comment on the officer's

promotion potential to include his potential for general

officer. The omission of a recommendation for promotion to

general officer is not a killer as long as your goals stop

at the grade of colonel.

The Air Force's culture is pilot oriented. Since pilots

are the Air Force's fighting force (Misslemen not

withstanding), great emphasis is placed on flying skills.

Fighter pilots, bomber pilots and airlift pilots form major

subcultures within the Air Force. Leadership skills are

emphasized within the pilot culture and recommendations for

squadron command and wing command are very important.

Conversely, management skills are important for all others

i.e., acquisition, supply, engrineers, etc.

8



Like the Army, the Marine Corps' culture is command

oriented. Especially strong emphasis is placed on

leadership. Troop leading skills, tactical competence,

judgment, loyalty and force must be rated highly. An

indication in block 16 of "prefer not" to serve with this

Marine in combat would have severe rnnsequences for his

career.

The Navy's culture is command oriented for both sea and

air. Aviators, submariners and surface officers form the

major subcultures. For all, the absence of a recommendation

for command is perceived as negative. Likewise, less than

the top rating in seamanship(airmanship), tactical

proficiency or military bearing most likely will stop a

career today. Finally, the absence of a recommendation for

promotion is a show stopper.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION THEORY

Having examined each Services' system in practice,

let's look at how well they meet key requirements of current

evaluation theory. ". . . the key requirements of any

appraisal system are relevance, sensitivity, and

reliability. . . . acceptability and practicality." 6

6 Wayne F. Cascio, MANAGING HUMANRESOURCES:
fWrk. L i fePofita (New York:

McGraw Hill Book Company, 1989), 312.



1. Relevance, "This implies that there are (1) clear

links between the performance standards for a

particular job and an organization's goals and (2)

clear links between the critical Job elements

identified through a job analy5is and the dimensions to

be rated on an appraisal form." 7 The system must

provide the means to develop performance oriented

objectives between the rated officer and the rating

official, objectives which support the organization's

goals. "Performance standards translate job

requirements into levels of acceptable or unacceptable

employee behavior." 8 This provides a degree of

objectivity to the evaluation process, a measurable

standard of performance and defines the rated officer's

responsibilities and the rating official's

expectations. "In short, relevance is determined by

answering the question 'What really makes the

difference between success and failure on a particular

job?'",9

2. Sensitivity. The system must effectively

discriminate among quality people It must provide the

71bid.

8 lbid.

9 1bid.

10



differentiation between the good, the bad and the ugly,

If this differentiation does not take place ". . .and

the best employees ire rated no differently from the

worst employees, then the appraisal system cannot be

used for any administrative purpose, it certainly will

not help employees to develop, and it will undermine

the motivation of supervisors ('pointless paperwork')

and of zubordinates." 1 0 This differentiation is

accomplished oy "...screening out individuals deemed

unsuitable or unworthy for higher levels of

responsibilityll

3. Reliability. The system must exhibit consistency

among ratings. "For any given erployee, appraisals

made by raters working independently of one another

should agree," 1 2

4. Acceptability. The system must have the support of

those who will use it, "Ultimately it is management's

responsibility to define as clearly as possible the

type and level of job behavior desired of employees," 1 3

1 0 1bid.

l1 Phillips, 90.

1 2 Cascio, 313.

i 3 !bid,

11



Throughout the evaluation period, the rating official

should counsel the officer on those objectives in which

he is performing well, those in which he is not, and on

specific means tu correct his performance deficiencies

and shortcomings. "The Rater uses the communication to

give direction to and develop his subordinates, to

obtain information as to the status and progress of his

organization, and to plan systematically for the

accomplishment of the mission." 1 4

5, Practicality. The system must be ", , .easy for

managers and employees to use and understand." 1 5

COMPARISONS

These five key requirements contribute directly to the

success of the organization as well as to the performance

and development of the rated officer. I will now discuss

how these requirements are addressed by each Service

evaluation system.

Relevance:

In the Army Officer Evaluation system, within the first

thirty days of a rating period, the rated officer and the
1 4 US Army War College. Ary.ormandLeadership and

Management: Theoryy And Practicet, 1992 - 1993, ([Carlisle,
Pa.1: US Army War College, 1992), 19-24.

1 5 Cascio, 314

12



rater are required to complete the initial part of the OER

Support Form, DA Form 67-8-1 (App A-2), This process forces

agreement on the rated officer's duty description and on his

performance objectives. These objectives may be updated

throughout the rating period and the rater is expected to

conduct periodic performance counseling during the rating

period. U:hen the rating period ends, the rated officer

lists his significant contributions on the form and provides

it to the rater.

In the Air Force Officer Evaluation System (OES),

establishing performance objectives is mandatory, At the

start of the rating period and again at the mid-point, the

rater conducts a feedback session with the rated officer.

This is a formal session documented by the Performance

Feedback Worksheet, AF Form 724 (App A-6). The rater

explains Job requirements, performance expectations and

provides an asse3cment of the rated officer's strengths and

weaknesses, A handwritten copy is given to the rated

officer -- no other copies are filed or maintained,

The Marines look on counseling as separate and distincl

from the evaluation process. "Preparation of fitness

13



reports will no longer be coupled with simultaneous

performance counseling.,"16

The Navy Officer Fitness Report (FITREP) does not

require goal setting or performance counseling. The FITREP

is prepared by the Reporting Senior (RS) who is normally the

commander. Therefore, more often than not, the RS is not

the rated officer's immediate supervisor and in fact may be

several times removed. At the end of the rating period, the

rated officer must submit a list of his accomplishments to

the RS.

Sensitivity:

Sensitivity in the Army system is attained by the

Senior Rater Profile, Part lia of the OER, DA Form 67-8

(App A-1) . Each senior rater has a profile that shows, by

grade, where he has placed each evaluated officer. This

profile shows where the senior rater's "Center of Mass

(COM)" for ratings is and the profile is attached to each

OER by U.S. Army Personnel Command. Thus personnel managers

and selection boards can readily determine whether an

officer is above COM, COM, or below COM. En addition,

annually the DA Form 67-8-2, Senior Rater Profile Report

(App A-3) is placed in each senior rater's offic~al

1 6 US, Marine Corps, MCO P1610.7c. Performance
Evaluation System (Washington, 1985), 1.

14



personnel file, showing "at a glance whether the senior

rater is complying with the spirit of the system...." 1 7

This holds the senior rater accountable and inhibits

inflated ratings.

Within the Air Force system, sensitivity is attained

two ways. In the Officer Performance Report (OPR), AF Form

707A (App A-4) , the reviewer has the responsibility to

ensure ratings are appropriate and not Inflated, A

Promotion Recommendation (PRM`, AF Form 709, (App A-7), is

prepared for each officer in the zone of consideration. The

FRF is prepared by the Senior Rater (normally the reviewing

officer on the OPR). The senior rater may recommend one of

three actions: Definitely Promote; Promote; and Do Not

Promote. An allocation system constrains the senior rater

on the number of Definitely Promote recommendations he can

make. "Allocations vary by grade to accommod.,te the various

promotion opportunities and by zone to account for the

specific requirements associated with each zone." 1 8 Put in

term of current evaluation theory, "[siome companies try to

prevent. . . unreasonable leniency, with 'forced-

1 7 Syllogistics Inc. and the Hay Group, __ijnal Report:
Air..Fore_ Offe _vauat io.n...Syst__em_.Pro t. (Alexandria,:
US. Air Force, Deputy Chief of Staff/Personnel, 1987), III-
39, DTIC. AD-A223 834.

18US, Department of the Air F 'e, A F Pam•h-..et.._36'-- 6-
USAF Officer's Guide To The Office .. val1uat i.on.._Systyeam,.
(Washington, D.C.: Government Prin: •ng Office, 1988), 31.

15



distribution' systems." 1 9 The allocation system is the Air

Force's forced-distribution inflation control mechanism for

promotion recommendations.

Within the Marine Corps, sensitivity is attained four

ways. First, the Reporting Senior (RS) must show the

"distribution of marks for all Marines of this grade" in

bloclk 15,. Second, the RS must rank, by grade, all Marines

who received an outstanding (block 15a) from 1 to n (n -

total number ot outstanain,; raLingi). ,Third, the RS muzt

alphabetically list all Marines of the same grade that he

rated. Finally, the Reviewing Officer (REVO) may non concur

with the RS and rank rorder the Marines as he sees i..

The Navy attains sensitivity by requiring the RS to

ra 4 k order the ev&luated officers by grade (only LCDH and

above),. Not required to rank order from I to x (x - the

total number of officers, by grade, that the RS evaluates),

the RS must, at a minimum, give a general relative ranking

such as; of nine officers, he is in the Lipper third.

Reliability:

Due to policy constraints and the personal nature of

evaluation reports, I was unable to sample officer personnel

1 9 Berkeley Rice, "Performance Review: Examining The
Eye Of The beholder," The Conference Bqard, December 1905,
31.
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files to determine consistency of ratings. In informal

conversations with fellow officers from all Services

attending The National War College and The Industrial

College of the Armed Forces, I sense that each Service's

system is reliable. Good officers consistently receive good

evaluation reports and poor officers consistently receive

poor reports. Moreover, if the systems did not work

satisfactorily, one would expect high appeal rates from

officers who felt they received unfair ratings. This in not

the case. Finally, if the systems were not reliable, then

central selection boards would not select the right officers

for promotion and command, If this were true, the Services

would not allow the current systems to continue.

Acceptability:

As discussed in above, the Army and Air Force

evaluation systems clearly provide for establishing

performance objectives and for performance counseling. The

Marine Corps conducts performance counseling separate from

the performance evaluation system. The Navy uses the

completed FITREP to counsel junior officers. While it may

be argued that the evaluation report is not a good vehicle

for performance counseling, The absence of high appeal rates

indicates that the systems are acceptable to the rated

officers.

17



Practicality:

Rated officers and Rating Officials appear comfortable

with their own Service's evaluation systems. Sixty-seven

percent of the rated officers who responded to a

questionnaire (App B) believed their raters understood their

Service's evaluation system. Likewise, severity percent of

the rating officials responding to a questionnaire (App C)

felt they understood the numerous Service evaluation

systems.

Summary:

How well do the Service systems meet the key

requirements of Relevance, Sensitivity and Acceptability?

Table 1 shows the comparative results in three of the five

areas examined, All Service systems are excellent in

differentiating (Sensitivity) among quality officers, The

Army and Air Force systems mandate objective setting and

goal setting (Relevance), whereas the Marine and Navy

systems do not. With the exception of the Marine Corps, the

other three Service systems provide for counseling

(Acceptability) within their officer evaluation systems.

Does this mean one Service's system is superior? Not at

all. Each system meets the needs of its Service--they are

all equal in that respect.

18



Table 1. COMPARISON OF SERVICE SYSTEMS AND KEY REQUIREMENTS

REQUIREMENT ARNY AIR FORCE WARINE NAVY

SRelevance Y!s Yes j l No 0

sens•t• vi, , b Yes s VYes
Reliabii! i I N

•cceptabi.ty .- l_ Yes Yes YesPracticality tL_ N 1 N IA

NA= Not Evaluated

The main shortcoming of the individual Service

evaluation systems is that they cannot differentiate between

the performance of officers from other Services. If, for

example, you have three officers from each Service working

in a joint organization, how do you determine where the

officers of one Service rank relative to the officers of the

other Services? Being the top officer in one Service might

only be fourth best or lower over all. There is no way to

differentiate today in the aggregate.

19



DISCUSSION

Joint Attributes:

Are there specific skills, traits or attributes

required to serve successfully in a joint duty position?

Table 2 shows those traits which three or more of the

Services evaluate.

Table 2. COMMON ATTRIBUTE COMPARISON

ATTRIBUTE -ARMY_ AIR FORCE i MARINE NAVY

Motivates X X X X
Subordinates -

Performs X I X
Under Stress ii

Judgment X __ X XxJ

Inte.rity I. X x X _

Initiative/ X x X
i_ I _i.nat iron :

Certainly, all of these traits are desirable but not

peculiar to joint duty. There is nothing that I could find

in any joint publication that delineates joint attributes.

LTG D.M. Schlatter advised future joint officers to "Ible

20



objective . .avoid emotion. . .be honest and accurate.'' 2 0

Good advice but hardly exclusively joint. Perhaps such

traits as cooperativeness or selflessness; communicative or

integrative skills; vision, i.e,, the ability to see the

overall picture, are needed to succeed in the joint

environment. I'm sure these skills would be beneficial, but

I'm not sure they are essential to successful joint Service.

Even if they were, would their measurement warrant the

development of a "Joint OER"? Since these traits could be

addressed in the narrative portion of the Service

evaluations, no compelling reason based solely on "joint

attributes" justifies the creation of a joint evaluation

system.

Rated Officer Perceptions:

To determine the effectiveness of the current system, I

believe that the manner in which the rated officer perceives

the system is very important. Does the rated officer

believe that he will be rated fairly? Does he have

confidence the rating official understands his Service's

culture? Will the evaluation for joint duty carry the same

weight as evaluations within his own Service? And finally,

does the rated officer feel there is a need for a new system

for joint evaluations? To obtain a sample of perceptions of

2 0 Armed Forces Staff College, AFSC Pub 1. 2-45.
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officers currently serving in joint duty assignments, I

developed a questionnaire (App B). Twenty-five copies were

randomly distributed to officers serving in OSD and on the

Joint Staff, Twenty-four questionnaires were completed and

returned. The survey respondents represented all Services

and were officers in the grades of Major to Colonel. Table

3 shows the tabulated responses to the questionnaires.

Questions 1-3 & 5-9 deal with the rated officer's

confidence in his rating officials, his interaction with

them, and his perception of how well they perform their

rating duties.

Responses to question I show a strong positive

perception that rating officials understand the Services'

evaluation systems. However, the rated officer's perception

that his organization has a "process" to train the rating

official, question 5, is not based on fact. I have talked

with personnel managers in OSD and on the Joint Staff and

determined that there is no formalized training program

within OSD or the Joint Staff. The response to question 6

more accurately reflects reality.
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Table 3, RATED OFFICER QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

_____a N D __ SD
.2•TIQ• _____ -- - i - -"... _--•..

1, 1 belhive y raters understand t vaLy ster 4 1 12 -5 2

2. 1can discuss my system~with~tv rt!r 13 8
-LL -L .. - - ---

3, Jan confident 1 wil I be rated_'iirly ____j1 __

La._J._ŽŽhnkJaoirt ev-wilhurt me - I 6 i J
L4b, I think a joint eval will be "discounted" 1 4 2

4c, I think a joint eval will carry equal weight 1 _ 3 5

5 Raters are trained on Service eval systems ] _ 8 7 5 2

6, Raters learn the Service systems on their own 14 9 5 5 1

7, I at asked to prepare draft comments for .L eval 1. 10 2 0 1

8, 1 p[reare draft comments for other's evals 3 3 2 6 10

9. Raters hdve someone repare comments for thet 8 9 7 0 0

10. MyServce's eval is O in the joint arena 4 12 3 4 1

11. i-oint eval system is needed for JDH positions 4__ 6 6 6

12 La ingie eval system is needed for all of DCD 2  3 6

Legend: SA= Strongly Agree; A= Agree; N= Neutral;
D= Disagree; SD! Strongly Disagree "

The positive responses to questions 2 and 7 indicate

good communication and interaction between the rated officer

and his rating official. One respondent stated "[i]n

general, I think I'm well served by my supervisory chain."21

2 1 Respondent #22, Rated Officer Survey, Air Force
Officer, OJCS.
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The responses to question 3 shows a hicTh level of confidence

that the evaluation will be fair.

The responses to questions 8 and 9 concern me. The

rated officers perceive that rating officials routinely have

third parties prepare evaluations for the rating officials

signature. As noted by one respondent, "ials raters of

different Services don't want to hurt officers they rate, it

appears that few even draft their own remarks but rely on

the senior member of that Service to draft FITREPS on those

they rate." 2 2 This may mean the rating officials are

concerned about inadvertently hurting an officer because

they didn't fully understand the Service's evaluation system

and culture. Perhaps, the rating officials are simply

providing guidance to a third party who actually writes the

evaluation for the rating official's review and signature.

In any event, Table 4, Rating Official Questionnaire

Results, shows in question 7 that one third of the rating

officials routinely do this.

Questions 4a, 4b, and 4c seemed to have contradictory

responses. While fifty percent of the respondents to

question 4c disagreed that a joint evaluation carried the

same weight as a Service evaluation, only twenty percent of

2 2 Respondent #18, Rated Officer Questionnaire, Army
Officer, OJCS.
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the respondents to question 4a felt a joint evaluation would

hurt them. As to whether a joint evaluation would be

"discounted" by the rated officer's Service, 1/3 agreed, 1/3

were neutral and 1/3 disagreed. I think you have to

conclude that the perception is that a joint evaluation

won't necessarily help or hurt the rated officer's career.

So, do the rated officers think we need a new system?

Sixty-seven percent of the respondents to question 10 felt

the current system was adequate and only twenty-one percent

disagreed. Fifty percent of the respondents to question 11

disagreed and twenty-five percent agreed with the need for a

joint evaluation system only for those serving in a joint

assignment. Finally, as to the need for one evaluation

system for all Services, question 12, thirty-eight percent

of the respondents disagreed, thirty-three percent agreed

and twenty-nine percent were neutral. A survey respondent

stated "[a] standard evaluation form in JDA assignments

would be useful; however, [it] would not cure the l.arger

problem of 'critical for promotion' language each service

seeks for competitive officers." 2 3 Another respondent felt

"It he biggest drawback to a single form is that it would or

absolutely meaningless to each Service. At le:Lst now my

2 3 1bid,
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performance is rated in a way meaningful to my service.", 2 4

Finally, one respondent stated "[olne thing that could not

be solved by a single evaluation system that makes it

difficult for an officer of one Service to rate an officer

from another Service is the Service-specific 'buzz-words,'

phrases and formats that promotion boards often look for.'" 2 5

Overall, I sense that the rated officers do not see a need

to change the current system.

Rating Officials Perceptions:

The perceptions of rating officials in joint

assignments are also important in assessing the current

evaluation system. I developed and randomly distributed a

questionnaire (App C) to twenty-five rating officials

serving in OSD and on the Joint Staff. Rating Officials

surveyed represented all services and served in the grades

of Colonel to Lieutenant General and SES 1 to SES 4. Table

4 shows the tabulated results of the twenty respondents.

In response to question 1, seventy percent of the

rating officials felt they understood the numerous Service

evaluation systems. Only eleven percent disagreed.

2 4 Respondent #12, Rated Officer Questionnaire, Air
Force Officer, OJCS.

2 5 Respondent #24, Rated Officer Questionnaire, Naval
Officer, OiCS.
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Table 4. RATING OFFICIAL QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

QUEST IO SA}A N ID~ SD

IL. ujnderstand the Seivice•. evaluation- _SLtems 3 2- • . 0 2._ _

2, I understand the Services' cui~ure ~I J3

My orqafizatpo trained me on eval~uatior nJstes 6.9 .L.L ½.k

5 I discuss systen/culture with the officer 13 1. 5 0 1 1

6. I encourale draft coments from the officer 11 .. 6 2 1 1L I, I have 3omeone-else 2re.2are draft comments__ _ _ _ _ _ 6 C 2 11

8, It would be better to use my Service.' system 2 0. 1 6 . 4[9 ML.ratings have beer faIr 13 5 1 C 1

i0, Service evaluations are adequate for joint dut ____ 6 7 _j _ 2
!jen Istem is needed 4 1 __. _.... 3I__

Legend: SA= Strongly Agree; A= Agree; N= Neutral;
D= Disagýree; SD- Strongly Disagree

Likewise, sixty-nine percent agreed -they understood the

Services' cultures and only sixteen percent disagi'eed with

question 2. With regard to Service culture, one respondent

stated "[a] single joint evaluation system sounds great at

first but would be difficult to administer because of the

different cultures and difierent seý.vlce needs." 2 6 Ninety-

2 6 Respondent #19, Rating Official Questionnaire, Air
Force Lieutenant General, OSD.
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five percent of the rating officials learned the Service

evaluation systems through their own efforts, question 4. A

respondent said "[lit's a challenge to learn the different

services rating systems; but it is incumbent on raters to do

so,"27 Likewise, another respondent noted "I rely on my

subordinates to familiarize me with their rating systems.

If needed, I can get extra administrative assistance from

our J-1." 2 8 Yet, in response to question 3, fifteen percent

said their organization trained them, Although slightly

contradictory, I think the responses to questions 1 through

4 were very positive and reassuring.

Questions 5 and 6 concern the interaction between the

rated officer and the rating official. Ninety percent

agreed with question 5 and eighty percent with question 6.

Clearly, these strong positive responses indicate good two

waý communication. A respondent stated "lait the 0-4/0-5

IMaj/Ltc] level...I expect the officer to provide me with a

comprehensive draft of their evaluation. I may 'fine tune'

it, but by-and-large the evaluation reflects their

inputs. ,29

2 7 Respondent #13, Rating Official Questionnaire, Army
Colonel, OJCS.

2 8 Respondent #1, Rating Official Questionnaire, Navy
Captain, OJCS.

2 9 1bid.
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As stated above, thirty-five percent of the respondents

to question 7 have someone outside of the rating chain

prepare draft comments for their consideration. While this

may be perfectly legitimate, some could perceive it as an

abrogation of the rating officials responsibilities, Or it

could be viewed as an indication that we ask too much to

expect rating officials to understand the evaluation systems

and cultures :n each Service.

Qiestion 10 shows a strong preference for the current

system as sixty-five percent of the responses were positive.

A respondent noted "itlhe Service Evals easily accommodate

comments on 'jointness'- a special joint evaluation system

is not needed, and would no doubt hurt an individual when it

comes time for promotion boards within his/her own

Service." 3 0 Similarly, another respondent states "[t]o

establish a single joint evaluation system would be counter

to the service cultures and could do more harm than good to

those officers who are being compared to officers from their

own Servicea in Service conducted boards." 3 1 This view of

the rating officials is supported by the responses to

question 11. Fifty-five percent of the respondents

3 0 1bid.

3 1 Respondent #13.
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disagreed with the need for a single joint evaluation system

while only thirty percent agreed. One respondent argued:

It is important for all ratings to be done in the frame,
of reference in which they will be used. . . . We must
be careful not to create a new form that will not be
understood by service promotion or command selection
boards. Training on service cultures and OER systems
is the key. 3 2

Finally, a respondent observes:

While a single joint evaluation system may produce a
greater uniformity of comparison among those serving
joint duty it would not increase the compatibility
within the respective service. The analysis of
individual performance trends across a career must have
some degree of consistent format, Without consistency
in report structure, I fear the Joint report could do
more harm than good to the individuals, It is up to
the Service selection processes to understand and
assess the nuances invoked by a reporting senior from a
different service.'

CONCLUSIONS

Are There Unique Joint Attributes?

I do not believe there are any skills, traits or

characteristics that are unique and essential to successfuil

joint duty performance. Clearly, officers who have been

successful in their Service bring those skills and talents

to the joint arena and continue to serve successfully.

3 2 Respondent #20, Rating Official Questionnaire, Army
Brigadier General, OSD, italics added.

3 3 Respondent #8, Rating Official Questionnaire, Navy
Captain, OJCS.
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Although adaptability, cooperation and communication skills

are without question valuable to joint duty, none are

singularly critical to successful joint duty performance. A

respondent asks "[ajre the officer character traits the same

to succeed in the Army where enlisted form the majority of

the combatants as opposed to the Air Force where officers

are the combatants for the most part?",D4 He answers his

question by stating "[o]bvious traits of integrity, honor,

decisiveness, respect for the dignity of individuals, etc.

are the same. But, other personality -trait requirements ma'

have a different hierarchical order.' 3 5 Therefore, in my

opinion, there is no basis for the development of a joint

evaluation system based on unique joint attributes.

Is The Current System Adequate?

The current system is adequate but I don't believe it

is the optimal system. Each Service's system has its own

strengths and are supported by its officers and Service

cultures. Also, the surveys of rated officers and rating

officials show support of the status quo in the joint arera.

3 4 Respondent #19.

3 5 Ibid.
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However, I believe the current system has three

shortcomings:

1. NO STANDARD YARDSTICK. Officers are evaluated by

different instruments which have different purposes and

uses within their respective Services. There is no

standard yardstick for measuring joint performance.

2. NO JOINT SERVICE DIFFERENTIATION. Since there is

no standard yardstick, you cannot differentiate between

the performance of an Army officer vice that of a Navy,

Air Force or Marine officer. Each officer's

performance is measured by his own Service's system,

3. NO INFLATION CONTROL. I believe multiple systems

lead to inflated ratings. Unlike Service rating

officials, joint rating officials are not systemically

held accountable by anyone with authority over them,

Therefore, in the absence of accountability, the

tendency is to inflate ratings to benefit the

individual officer.

Are Rating Officials Overburdened?

I believe rating officials are overburdened.

Notwithstanding the survey responses to the contrary, I

believe it is impossible, as well as impractical, for a

rating official to learn each system to the necessary level
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of detail. Studies show that ",..in-group members not only

use language in specific in-group ways but also that they

read in-group documents in a more uniform manner than do

cut-group readers read the same document." 3 6 Understanding

the culture, i.e., in-rroup, is essential to the evaluation

process and the Services recognize this fact. For example,

the Navy states "[r]eview of rough fitness reports by the

Navy Personnel Evaluation Advisor is encouraged to ensure

conformity to this instruction and to accepted Navy

practices." 3 7. Formal training by the joint organizations

could reduce the burden on rating officials and improve the

rating process.

RECOMMENDATIONS

It seems to me that there are three possible courses of

action:

i1 Develop a single evaluation system for all of DOD.

2. Develop a joint evaluation system for use in joint

organizations only.

3. Continue with the current systems,

3 6 phillips, 267.

3 7 US. Department OE The Navy. NAVMILPERSCOMINST
1611.1A, (Washington, D.C.,: Government Printing Office,
1990), 10. italics added
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I see no utility in developing a single system at this

time, Nothing in the survey responses or research

literature showed any justification for a single system.

The continued use of the Service evaluation systems within

their cultures and in the joint arena has not hindered the

successful move toward 'jointness'. I believe the diverse

strengths, skills and talents, nurtured and developed in the

Service cultures, that an officer brings to the joint arena

are what have made 'jointness' work as well as it has.

The use of a single evaluation system while serving in

a joint organization has some merit. It would provide for

the differentiation between officers of all Services and

would impose accountability on the rating officials.

However, based on my survey results and the success of the

present system, I don't think the Services would accept

another system in addition to their own.

My recommendations are to continue with the current

system; to implement formal evaluation training programs

within joint organizations; and to conduct a study to

determine the optimal system for measuring joint performance

balanced against Service needs. My survey results show that

a majority of rated officers and rating officials feel the

current system works. Formalized training of rating

officials within their joint organizatiuns will improve the
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process. "Training of the rater in all aspects of a

performance evaluation system will ensure the system is

accurate, fair, and free of bias." 3 8  Finally, a study is

needed to address all facets of performance evaluation to

include purposes and organizational and cultural factors.

If the study shows that a single system would optimize

mission accomplishment, then and only then, should we

change.

3 8 Major George H. Del Carlo, "The Analysis Ot The Army
Officer Evaluation System And The General Motors Appraisal
System As Management Tools" (MBA thesis, Troy State
University, 1988), 6, DTIC, AD-A219 949.
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APPENDIX A
OER FORMS USED IN THE SERVICES

U.S. Army
DA Form 67-8, OER A-I
DA Form 67-8-1, OER Support Form A-2
DA Form 67-8-2, Senior Rater Profile A-3

U.S. Air Force
AF Form 707A, Field Grade Performance Report A-4
AF Form 707B, Company Grade Performance Report A-5
AF Form 724, Performance Feedback Worksheet A-6
AF Form 709, Promotion Recommendation A-7

U.S. Marine Corps
USMC Fitness Report (1610) A-8

U.S. Navy
NAVPERS 1611/I, Officer Fitness Report A-9
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1. A AT!ES IDENT IFiCATION DATA (Arad APR 36 10 va'efullj- be oari tilling in an rilearne
1.NM (af Yft fidfInta)2. UN 3. RO

III. OBDESCRIPTION 1. DUTY TITLO6
2. KEY OUrrES11, TASKSI, AND R1111PONSiBILITItS,

IV, IMPACT ON MISSION ACCOMPLISHMENT

V. PIRP I2OMANCE FACTORS OC~s NOT MEET11
M1114 STANDARIDI 11TANDARDIS

I. Job Knowledge
Hat know edge required to performn duties offecitively.
Strivet to improve this knowledge,
Applies knowledc~e to handle nonioutine situ~ations.

a. Leaderslilp Skills
Sety and enfore& standards. Motivates subordinates. Works .,ell
with others. Fosters teatworclk. Displays Initiative. Self-confidecnt.K ]]
Hai resioect and confidence of subordinates. Fair and consistent
in evaluation of tubordinales.

3. Professional Qualities
PRxhibits loyalty, discipline, dedication, integrity, and hoc'e-ty
Adheres fcc Air Force standard&. Accepts personal responsibility.
is fair and objective.

,. Organizational S.kills
Planii coorctinaes, schedules, and usei, relources Cit Cctively
Schedule& work for sell and others equitably od er~tile-cver . i]K
Anticipates arid tolves Problems. Meets suspenses.

9. Judgment and Doi:lons
Makes timely arnd accurate decisions. Emoratiucs logic in
dletiwur making. Retains composure in StlitttfUl liitUdlcint L ]K
Recognitei ml.portunit'Ct and acts to 16ke advantage of them

6. Cornmi-nicatlon S.kills
Litton$, Jp';Lkf, and writes effectively.

AF Form 7070A, AUG 3B 0"eviaws 901TION CIOs 016LII FIELD GRADE OFFICES PERFORMANCE REPOA
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VI. RATER OVERALL ASSESIIIIISMENT

NMEid, GRtADE, 11111 OF SVC, OPIGN. COMOO L63ATION fUY TITLE AT

____________ [6N- BIONAflJRE

VII. ADDITIONAL MATER OVERALL ASSESSMENT CONCUR n NONCONCUR

NAME, GRADII, OR OF SVC, ORION, COMO, LOCATION DUTY TITLE -17TI

SeN GIONATURE

Vill. RI! 1VIEWER CONCUR NONCONCUM

NAMEOGRADE, OR OF SVC.ORQN.COMD, LOCATION OtITY TITLE

jSON 1flI NNA1 UI5

Instructions

All: Reconmmendations must be based on performance and the potential based on that performance. Promotion
recommendations are prohibited Do not corsider or comirentm on completion of or enrollmer't in PME, advanced
education, previous or anticipated promotion recommendations an AF rorm 709, OER indorsement levels, family activities,
marital status, race, sex, ethnic origin, lage, or religion.

Rator: Focus your evaluation in Section IV tzn what the officer did, how well he or she did it and hr~w the officer
contributed to mission accomplishment. Write in concise "bullet" format. Your comments in Seoction VI may include
recoimmendations for ea.gmentatiori or assignment.

Additional Rater: Carefully review the roter's evaluation to ensure it is accurate, unbiased, and urtinflated. If you
disagree, you may ask the rater to review his or her evaluation. You may not direct a changemI the evaluation If you still
disagree with the ratw, mark 'IJONCONCLJR" and explain You may include recommendations for augmentation or
assignment.

Reviewer: Carefully *eview the rater's and atddtional rater's ratings iond comments If their e~valuations are accurate,
unbiased, and uninflated, mat k the form "CONCUR" and sign the form. if you disagree with prgyiout evaluators, you may
ask them to review their evaluations. You may not direct then' to change their appraisals. :f you still disagree with the
additional rater, mark 'tIONCONCUR" and explain in Section Vill Do not use "NONCONCIUR' simply to provide Commienit
on the report.

AF~* roM7 ? G 8t4vrr
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1. RATER IDENTIFICATION DATA (Read APR 36.10 carefully before /111mng In any item)
11 NAME (Lair, Firit. Middle Iniial) jI. mN N. 3, ORADII.A P'" .-

Fromn: I Thru:

S. ORGANIZATION, COMMAND, LOCATION t. PAS 0001

II. UNIT MISSION DESCRIPTION

III. JOB DKSCRIPTION 1.DUTY TITLMI
L. KIY OUTINS, TASKI, AND RISPONIIINILITiIES

IV IMPACT ON MiiSION ACCOMPLISHMENT

V. PRFPORMANCE FACTORS DONS NOT MIlTS'
MEIT ITANDANO0 STANDARDS

1, Job Knowledge
His kInowledge required to perlorm dutles effectlvely. L I I
Strives to Improve that knowledge.

2, Leaderthip Skills
Sets and enforce; itandards. Works well with others.
Fostpri teamwork. Oislaiys Initiative. Self.confident,

3. Professional Qualitiei
Exhibit& loyalty, diicipline, dedication, integrity, and honesty
Adheres to Air Forcv standards, Accepts pirtonal retpontlbility
14 faiir arnd objective.

4. Organliational Skills
Plant, coorcdinate, ichedules, and uses resoJrCes effectively.Meet% suspentet.

S. Judgment end Decisions
Makes timrrely and accurate decltion, Emrhaslies logic in
decision making. Retains composuto in ,ttetsful situatio'n.
Recogniatet opportunities. Requirtes mrinimal supervitlon

6, Communication Skills
Listenit, ptliks, ar•d writes effectively.

-~ ~~ -I iil
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VI. RATER OVERALL ASSESSMENT

Performancte feedback was accompi shad consistent with thre d Irect ion In APFR 36-10. (If not eccomPllehod, a the reason,)

7X~a -,1VR5"Qc0_1_WCOMO, LOCATION DUTY TITý E C

VII, ADDITIONAL RATER OVERALL ASSESSMENT CONCufl F- NONCONU LIN

NAME, CRADI. IIR OF SVIC, CRON, COMO. LOCATION OUTY TI'TLE CATS

Vill. REVIEWER CONCUR CDNONCONCUR

NAME. GRADE, SR OP VC, ORN, COMO, LOCA' iON 1 Y T5fl!7 kt

CO-N - - IOIJATURI

Initlrust lorr
All: Rocomrrrerrdatlont must be based an Perforni-ICt ornd thle potential bosed on that performance. Promotion recormenclations aret
prohibited. Do not consider or comment on completion of or enrollment in PNIE, advanced education, previous or anticipaetd promotion
recormmendaetions on AF Form 709, OEMR ltdorsoment 'eveib, family activities, marlitl status, race, sex, ethnic origin, age, or religion.

Rater. Focus your #valuation In Section IV cm what the officer rid, how well he or she did It and how the officer contributed to mission
accomplIshment. Write In coricloo "bullet' formal, Your comments In inctloir VI may Include recommnoindtions for augmentation or
11%sgnment.

Adriltional Roter: CArtfully review the rater's evaluation to ensure It is accurate, kirlrlased arid unilnflaled. If ynij dIsagree,r you may hek
the rters to review his5 or her evaluation, You may not direct a change in the eivaluation. If you still clisnldroi with the rater, mark ''NON.
CONCUR" erid explain. You may Include recomnrendetions for augmentation or assignr'rernt,

Reviewer: Carefully review the rater's and additional rater's ratIngs and comrments. If their evaluatiorrs are accurate, unbiased and unirt.
flatect, mark the form ' CONCUII" and sign the fotrm. if vow disagree with previoua evaiuators, you may askl them to review theii evalua.
tions. You may not direct tihem to change their apprasisro. If you still disagree with the additionel rater mark "NONCONCupt" and
explain in Section ViII. Do not use "NONCONCUR" srmply' to provide cummnrrits on the repart.
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RATED OFF•CERIII 1 S tRE

What is your .. rmy Air Force Navy Marine

What is the service of your immediate rating official? Army Air Force Navy Marine Zivilian

What is the service of the next official in your rating chain? Army Air Force Navy Marine
Civilian

Where are you currently assigned? 060 OJC5 NDU OTHER

Have you had any previous joint assignments? Yes No If so, how many--

how many other officers, by grade and service, are rated by your rating officials?
Army MAJ._ Air Force MAJ, Navy LCDR,_ Marine MAJ._

LTC._ LTC, CDR. LTC.
CM., COL. CAPT ... COL,.

The following questioris should be answered on a scale of I - 5 with In Strongly Agree; 2- Agree:

3t Neutral; 41 Disagree; and 5x Strongly Disagree, Please circle your choice after each question,

1, 1 believe my rating officials understand my service's evaluation system, 1 2 3 4 5

2. 1 can diocuse my service's evaluation system with my rating official, 1 2 3 4 5

3, 1 am confident that I will be rated fairly,
123 45

4, 1 think an evaluation by a rating official from another service will:
A, Hurt me with my own service. 1 2 3 4 5
B. Be "discounted" by my own service, 1 2 3 4 5
C, Carry the same weight of my own service evaluations,

1 2 3 4 5

5, There is a process within my joint organization that ensures rating officiali understand the
services' evaluation systems and cultures. 1 2 3 4 5

6. Each rating official is "on his own" to learn the evaluation system of the rated officer.
1 2 34 5

7, 1 have been asked to prepare draft rating official comments for my own efficiency report,
1 2 34 5

8. 1 have been asked to prepare draft rating official comments for other members of my service
even though I am not in the rating chain, 1 2 3 4 5

q. Rating officials routinely have someone else prepare draft comments for their portion of
efficiency reports.

1 2 34 5

10. 1 believe my service's evaluation system is adequate in a joint environment,
1 2 34 5

It, I believe there is a need for a single joint evaluation system for officers in joint duty
positions. 1 2 3 4 5



RATEQ OFFICER QUESTIONNAIRE

12. I believe there is a need for a sirgle evaluatio. tystem to be used for all service specific
positions and joint duty positions. 1 . 3 4 5

13, Coments:

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE!



What is your service? Army Air force Navy Marine Civilian

What is your grade? _

Wnere are you assigned? 050 OJCS NDU OTHER

What is your duty position? Branch Chief Division Chief Other - ---_

How many officers by grade and servico do you evaluate?
Army MAJ. Air Force MAJ, Navy LCDR._ Marine MAJ.

LIC. LIC. COR. _ LTC,
CoL.__ COL,._ CAPT. cot,_

The following questions should be answered on a scale of I - 5 with Is Strongly Agree; 2, Agree;
3- neutral; 4. Oisagree: and 5' Strongly Disagree, Please circle your choice after each
question.

1, For the officers I evaluate, I understano their service's evaluation system.
123 45

2. 1 understand their service's culture, 1 2 3 4 5

3, My organization trains rating officials on the services' evalLation systems.
1 345

4, 1 learn the services' evaluation systems through my own efforts, 1 2 3 S

5, 1 discuss service evaluation systems/cultures with the rated officer, 1 2 3 4 5

6, I encourage the rated officer to submit draft comments that he would like to see included on
his or her efficiency report. 1 2 3 4 5

7. 1 routinely have some one outside of the rating chain prepare draft comments for my
consideration, 1 2 3 4 5

8, 1 would be able to give a falror rating of officers of other services if I could rate them
using my service's evaluation system, 1 2 3 4 5

9. 1 believe that withiln tne context of the rated officer's evaluation system, my ratings have
been fair, 1 2 3 4 5

10. 1 believe thu services' evaluation systems are adequate for the joint environment,
1 23 4 S

11, 1 believe there is a need for A single joint evaluation system, 1 2 3 4 5

12. Comments:

Thanks for your assistancel
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